
TIPI DI COOKIE UTILIZZATI DAL SITO 

naba.it 

Durata Descrizione Categoria Tool Cookie Dominio 

Sessione Session Cookie Tecnico Site JSESSIONID www.naba.it 

6M This cookie is set by 
the cookie 
compliance solution 
from OneTrust. It 
stores information 
about the 
categories of 
cookies the site uses 
and whether visitors 
have given or 
withdrawn consent 
for the use of each 
category. 

Tecnico OneTrust OptanonConsent .naba.it 

13M used to store a 
user’s state 
regarding their 
cookies choices. 

Analytics Google 
Analytics 

SOCS .google.com 

1Y Store visitor's ID for 
widget's 
authentication. 

Tecnico Zopim __zlcmid .naba.it 

13M They are used to 
anonymously 
monitor how the 
visitor uses the 
Website for 
statistical purposes, 
allowing Prada to 
optimise how the 
Website works and 
offer a better 
browsing 
experience. 

Analytics ContentSquare _cs_c .naba.it 

13M They are used to 
anonymously 
monitor how the 
visitor uses the 
Website for 
statistical purposes, 
allowing Prada to 

Analytics ContentSquare _cs_id .naba.it 



optimise how the 
Website works and 
offer a better 
browsing 
experience. 

30m They are used to 
anonymously 
monitor how the 
visitor uses the 
Website for 
statistical purposes, 
allowing Prada to 
optimise how the 
Website works and 
offer a better 
browsing 
experience. 

Analytics ContentSquare _cs_mk .naba.it 

24h They are used to 
anonymously 
monitor how the 
visitor uses the 
Website for 
statistical purposes, 
allowing Prada to 
optimise how the 
Website works and 
offer a better 
browsing 
experience. 

Analytics ContentSquare _cs_s .naba.it 

#N/D #N/D Analytics Google 
Analytics 
Universal 

_dc_gtm_UA-
2554203-1 

.naba.it 

13M This cookie is a 
Google Analytics 
persistent cookie 
which is used to 
distinguish unique 
users. 

Analytics Google 
Analytics 
Universal 

_ga .naba.it 

3M This cookie is set by 
Google Adsense for 
experiments with 
'cross-website' 
advertising. 

Analytics Google 
Analytics 
Universal 

_gcl_au .naba.it 

24h This cookie is 
installed by Google 
Analytics. The 
cookie is used to 

Analytics Google 
Analytics 
Universal 

_gid .naba.it 



store information of 
how visitors use a 
website and helps in 
creating an analytics 
report of how the 
website is doing. 
The data collected 
including the 
number visitors, the 
source where they 
have come from, 
and the pages 
visited in an 
anonymous form. 

Sessione 0 Tecnico SaleForce clientId .www.naba.it 

Sessione 0 Tecnico SaleForce firstVisit .naba.it 

Sessione Detect if browser is 
viewed from mobile 

Tecnico SaleForce isMobile www.naba.it 

Sessione Last page visited Tecnico SaleForce lastPage .naba.it 

6M technical data for 
salesforce 
integration 

Tecnico SaleForce m_track .naba.it 

6M technical data for 
salesforce 
integration 

Tecnico SaleForce out_1_sc .naba.it 

6M technical data for 
salesforce 
integration 

Tecnico SaleForce out_2_ca .naba.it 

6M technical data for 
salesforce 
integration 

Tecnico SaleForce out_3_gi .naba.it 

Sessione Count the number 
page visited 

Tecnico SaleForce pageViewCount .naba.it 

Sessione Session count is a 
record of the 
number of times a 
user visits your 
website within a 
given timeframe 

Tecnico SaleForce sessionCount .naba.it 



Sessione Date and time since 
last session 

Tecnico SaleForce timeStamp .naba.it 

Sessione First visit date and 
time. 

Tecnico SaleForce visitStamp .naba.it 

 

Cookie Dominio Tool Categoria Descrizione Durata 

OptanonAlertBoxClosed .naba.it OneTrust Tecnico This cookie 
is used to 
determine 
whether a 
visitor should 
be shown the 
banner. It is 
persistent and 
has a default 
lifespan of one 
year. The 
lifespan for the 
cookie can be 
configured in 
Geolocation 
rules. 

6M 

TEAL .naba.it Tealium Profilazione 0 1Y 

_fbp .naba.it Facebook Profilazione The cookie 
contains an 
encrypted 
Facebook user 
ID and browser 
ID. It will 
receive 
information 
from this 
website to 
better target 
and optimise 
advertising. 

3M 

_hjAbsoluteSessionInProgress .naba.it HotJar Profilazione This cookie is 
used to count 
how many 
times a website 
has been 
visited by 
different 

24h 



visitors - this is 
done by 
assigning the 
visitor an ID, so 
the visitor does 
not get 
registered 
twice. 

_hjFirstSeen .naba.it HotJar Profilazione This cookie is 
used to 
determine if 
the visitor has 
visited the 
website before, 
or if it is a new 
visitor on the 
website. 

24h 

_hjIncludedInPageviewSample www.naba.it HotJar Profilazione Determines if 
the user's 
navigation 
should be 
registered in a 
certain 
statistical place 
holder. 

24h 

_hjIncludedInSessionSample www.naba.it HotJar Profilazione Registers data 
on visitors' 
website-
behaviour. This 
is used for 
internal 
analysis and 
website 
optimization. 

1Y 

_hjSessionUser_964857 .naba.it HotJar Profilazione #N/D #N/D 

_hjSession_964857 .naba.it HotJar Profilazione #N/D #N/D 

_pin_unauth .naba.it Pinterest Profilazione Used by 
Pinterest to 
track the use of 
the services. 

1Y 

_tt_enable_cookie .naba.it TikTok Profilazione This tracking is 
used to 
evaluate and 
measure how 
different 

13M 



campaigns and 
marketing 
strategies 
perform on 
TikTok. Used to 
identify a 
visitor. 

_ttp .tiktok.com TikTok Profilazione This tracking is 
used to 
evaluate and 
measure how 
different 
campaigns and 
marketing 
strategies 
perform on 
TikTok. Used to 
identify a 
visitor. 

13M 

_ttp .naba.it TikTok Profilazione This tracking is 
used to 
evaluate and 
measure how 
different 
campaigns and 
marketing 
strategies 
perform on 
TikTok. Used to 
identify a 
visitor. 

13M 

AEC .google.com GoogleAds Profilazione This cookie has 
not yet been 
given a 
description. 
Our team is 
working to 
provide more 
information. 

6M 

AMP_TOKEN .naba.it GoogleAds Profilazione Contains a 
token that can 
be used to 
retrieve a Client 
ID from AMP 
Client ID 
service. Other 
possible values 
indicate opt-
out, inflight 

24h 



request or an 
error retrieving 
a Client ID from 
AMP Client ID 
service. 

CONSENT .google.com GoogleAds Profilazione Third party 
cookies. They 
provide certain 
features of 
Google and 
may store 
certain 
preferences 
according to 
usage patterns 
and personalize 
the ads that 
appear in 
Google 
searches. 

1Y 

NID .google.com GoogleAds Profilazione This cookie is 
set to help 
build a profile 
of your 
interests and 
show you 
relevant ads on 
other sites. 

5M 

__ga_1513T021T9 .naba.it GA4 Profilazione #N/D #N/D 

 

 

competition.naba.it 

Durata Descrizione Categoria Tool Cookie Dominio 

24h Contains a token that 
can be used to 
retrieve a Client ID 
from AMP Client ID 
service. Other 
possible values 
indicate opt-out, 
inflight request or an 
error retrieving a 
Client ID from AMP 
Client ID service. 

Analytics Google 
Analytics 

AMP_TOKEN .naba.it 



6M This cookie is set by 
the cookie 
compliance solution 
from OneTrust. It 
stores information 
about the categories 
of cookies the site 
uses and whether 
visitors have given or 
withdrawn consent 
for the use of each 
category. 

Tecnico OneTrust OptanonConsent .naba.it 

13M They are used to 
anonymously 
monitor how the 
visitor uses the 
Website for statistical 
purposes, allowing 
Prada to optimise 
how the Website 
works and offer a 
better browsing 
experience. 

Analytics ContentSquare _cs_c .naba.it 

13M They are used to 
anonymously 
monitor how the 
visitor uses the 
Website for statistical 
purposes, allowing 
Prada to optimise 
how the Website 
works and offer a 
better browsing 
experience. 

Analytics ContentSquare _cs_id .naba.it 

30m They are used to 
anonymously 
monitor how the 
visitor uses the 
Website for statistical 
purposes, allowing 
Prada to optimise 
how the Website 
works and offer a 
better browsing 
experience. 

Analytics ContentSquare _cs_mk .naba.it 

24h They are used to 
anonymously 
monitor how the 
visitor uses the 

Analytics ContentSquare _cs_s .naba.it 



Website for statistical 
purposes, allowing 
Prada to optimise 
how the Website 
works and offer a 
better browsing 
experience. 

#N/D #N/D Analytics Google 
Analytics 

_dc_gtm_UA-
2554203-1 

.naba.it 

13M This cookie is a 
Google Analytics 
persistent cookie 
which is used to 
distinguish unique 
users. 

Analytics Google 
Analytics 

_ga .naba.it 

3M This cookie is set by 
Google Adsense for 
experiments with 
'cross-website' 
advertising. 

Analytics Google 
Analytics 

_gcl_au .naba.it 

24h This cookie is 
installed by Google 
Analytics. The cookie 
is used to store 
information of how 
visitors use a website 
and helps in creating 
an analytics report of 
how the website is 
doing. The data 
collected including 
the number visitors, 
the source where 
they have come from, 
and the pages visited 
in an anonymous 
form. 

Analytics Google 
Analytics 

_gid .naba.it 

 

 

Cookie Dominio Tool Categoria Descrizione Durat
a 

OptanonAlertBoxClosed .naba.it OneTRust Tecnico This cookie 
is used to 
determine 
whether a 
visitor 

6M 



should be 
shown the 
banner. It is 
persistent 
and has a 
default 
lifespan of 
one year. 
The lifespan 
for the 
cookie can 
be 
configured 
in 
Geolocation 
rules. 

OptanonConsent .naba.it OneTrust Tecnico This cookie 
is set by the 
cookie 
compliance 
solution 
from 
OneTrust. It 
stores 
information 
about the 
categories of 
cookies the 
site uses and 
whether 
visitors have 
given or 
withdrawn 
consent for 
the use of 
each 
category. 

6M 

TEAL .naba.it Tealium Profilazion
e 

0 1Y 

_fbp .naba.it Facebook Profilazion
e 

The cookie 
contains an 
encrypted 
Facebook 
user ID and 
browser ID. 
It will 
receive 
information 
from this 
website to 

3M 



better target 
and 
optimise 
advertising. 

_ga_1513T021T9 .naba.it GA4 Profilazion
e 

#N/D #N/D 

_hjAbsoluteSessionInProgres
s 

.naba.it Hotjar Profilazion
e 

This cookie 
is used to 
count how 
many times 
a website 
has been 
visited by 
different 
visitors - this 
is done by 
assigning 
the visitor 
an ID, so the 
visitor does 
not get 
registered 
twice. 

24h 

_hjFirstSeen .naba.it Hotjar Profilazion
e 

This cookie 
is used to 
determine if 
the visitor 
has visited 
the website 
before, or if 
it is a new 
visitor on 
the website. 

24h 

_hjIncludedInPageviewSamp
le 

competition.naba.i
t 

Hotjar Profilazion
e 

Determines 
if the user's 
navigation 
should be 
registered in 
a certain 
statistical 
place 
holder. 

24h 

_hjIncludedInSessionSample competition.naba.i
t 

Hotjar Profilazion
e 

Registers 
data on 
visitors' 
website-
behaviour. 
This is used 

1Y 



for internal 
analysis and 
website 
optimization
. 

_hjSessionUser_964857 .naba.it Hotjar Profilazion
e 

#N/D #N/D 

_hjSession_964857 .naba.it Hotjar Profilazion
e 

#N/D #N/D 

_pin_unauth .competition.naba.
it 

Pinterest Profilazion
e 

Used by 
Pinterest to 
track the use 
of the 
services. 

1Y 

_tt_enable_cookie .naba.it TikTok Profilazion
e 

This tracking 
is used to 
evaluate 
and 
measure 
how 
different 
campaigns 
and 
marketing 
strategies 
perform on 
TikTok. Used 
to identify a 
visitor. 

13M 

_ttp .tiktok.com TikTok Profilazion
e 

This tracking 
is used to 
evaluate 
and 
measure 
how 
different 
campaigns 
and 
marketing 
strategies 
perform on 
TikTok. Used 
to identify a 
visitor. 

13M 



_ttp .naba.it TikTok Profilazion
e 

This tracking 
is used to 
evaluate 
and 
measure 
how 
different 
campaigns 
and 
marketing 
strategies 
perform on 
TikTok. Used 
to identify a 
visitor. 

13M 

test_cookie .doubleclick.net DoubleClic
k 

Profilazion
e 

unknown 2H 

AEC .google.com GoogleAds Profilazion
e 

This cookie 
has not yet 
been given a 
description. 
Our team is 
working to 
provide 
more 
information. 

6M 

AMP_TOKEN .naba.it GoogleAds Profilazion
e 

Contains a 
token that 
can be used 
to retrieve a 
Client ID 
from AMP 
Client ID 
service. 
Other 
possible 
values 
indicate opt-
out, inflight 
request or 
an error 
retrieving a 
Client ID 
from AMP 
Client ID 
service. 

24h 

CONSENT .google.com GoogleAds Profilazion
e 

Third party 
cookies. 
They 

1Y 



provide 
certain 
features of 
Google and 
may store 
certain 
preferences 
according to 
usage 
patterns and 
personalize 
the ads that 
appear in 
Google 
searches. 

NID .google.com GoogleAds Profilazion
e 

This cookie 
is set to help 
build a 
profile of 
your 
interests 
and show 
you relevant 
ads on other 
sites. 

5M 

 

 

Durata Descrizione Categori
a 

Tool Cookie Dominio 

24h Contains a 
token that 
can be used 
to retrieve a 
Client ID 
from AMP 
Client ID 
service. 
Other 
possible 
values 
indicate opt-
out, inflight 
request or 
an error 
retrieving a 
Client ID 
from AMP 

Analytic
s 

Google 
Analytics 

AMP_TOKEN .naba.it 



Client ID 
service. 

6M This cookie 
is set by the 
cookie 
compliance 
solution 
from 
OneTrust. It 
stores 
information 
about the 
categories 
of cookies 
the site uses 
and 
whether 
visitors have 
given or 
withdrawn 
consent for 
the use of 
each 
category. 

Tecnico OneTrust OptanonConsent .naba.it 

2H Cross-site 
request 
forgery (also 
known as 
XSRF or 
CSRF) is an 
attack 
against web-
hosted apps 
whereby a 
malicious 
web app can 
influence 
the 
interaction 
between a 
client 
browser and 
a web app 
that trusts 
that 
browser 

  Site XSRF-TOKEN onlinecourses.naba.
it 

13M They are 
used to 
anonymousl

Analytic
s 

ContentSqaur
e 

_cs_c .naba.it 



y monitor 
how the 
visitor uses 
the Website 
for 
statistical 
purposes, 
allowing 
Prada to 
optimise 
how the 
Website 
works and 
offer a 
better 
browsing 
experience. 

13M They are 
used to 
anonymousl
y monitor 
how the 
visitor uses 
the Website 
for 
statistical 
purposes, 
allowing 
Prada to 
optimise 
how the 
Website 
works and 
offer a 
better 
browsing 
experience. 

Analytic
s 

ContentSqaur
e 

_cs_id .naba.it 

30m They are 
used to 
anonymousl
y monitor 
how the 
visitor uses 
the Website 
for 
statistical 
purposes, 
allowing 
Prada to 
optimise 
how the 

Analytic
s 

ContentSqaur
e 

_cs_mk .naba.it 



Website 
works and 
offer a 
better 
browsing 
experience. 

24h They are 
used to 
anonymousl
y monitor 
how the 
visitor uses 
the Website 
for 
statistical 
purposes, 
allowing 
Prada to 
optimise 
how the 
Website 
works and 
offer a 
better 
browsing 
experience. 

Analytic
s 

ContentSqaur
e 

_cs_s .naba.it 

#N/D #N/D Analytic
s 

Google 
Analytics 

_dc_gtm_UA-2554203-1 .naba.it 

13M This cookie 
is a Google 
Analytics 
persistent 
cookie 
which is 
used to 
distinguish 
unique 
users. 

Analytic
s 

Google 
Analytics 

_ga .naba.it 

3M This cookie 
is set by 
Google 
Adsense for 
experiments 
with 'cross-
website' 
advertising. 

Analytic
s 

Google 
Analytics 

_gcl_au .naba.it 



24h This cookie 
is installed 
by Google 
Analytics. 
The cookie is 
used to 
store 
information 
of how 
visitors use 
a website 
and helps in 
creating an 
analytics 
report of 
how the 
website is 
doing. The 
data 
collected 
including 
the number 
visitors, the 
source 
where they 
have come 
from, and 
the pages 
visited in an 
anonymous 
form. 

Analytic
s 

Google 
Analytics 

_gid .naba.it 

24h 0 Tecnico Site country onlinecourses.naba.
it 

Session
e 

0 Tecnico SalesForce firstVisit .naba.it 

Session
e 

Detect if 
browser is 
viewed from 
mobile 

Tecnico SalesForce isMobile onlinecourses.naba.
it 

Session
e 

Last page 
visited 

Tecnico SalesForce lastPage .naba.it 

6M technical 
data for 
salesforce 
integration 

Tecnico SalesForce m_track .naba.it 



#N/D #N/D Tecnico Site naba_onlinecourses_sessi
on 

onlinecourses.naba.
it 

6M technical 
data for 
salesforce 
integration 

Tecnico SalesForce out_1_sc .naba.it 

6M technical 
data for 
salesforce 
integration 

Tecnico SalesForce out_2_ca .naba.it 

6M technical 
data for 
salesforce 
integration 

Tecnico SalesForce out_3_gi .naba.it 

Session
e 

Count the 
number 
page visited 

Tecnico SalesForce pageViewCount .naba.it 

Session
e 

Session 
count is a 
record of 
the number 
of times a 
user visits 
your 
website 
within a 
given 
timeframe 

Tecnico SalesForce sessionCount .naba.it 

Session
e 

Date and 
time since 
last session 

Tecnico SalesForce timeStamp .naba.it 

Session
e 

First visit 
date and 
time. 

Tecnico SalesForce visitStamp .naba.it 

#N/D #N/D Analytic
s 

Google 
Analytics 

_ga_1513T021T9 .naba.it 

 

 

Cookie Dominio Tool Categoria Descrizione Durat
a 



OptanonAlertBoxClosed .naba.it OneTrust Tecnico This cookie 
is used to 
determine 
whether a 
visitor 
should be 
shown the 
banner. It is 
persistent 
and has a 
default 
lifespan of 
one year. 
The lifespan 
for the 
cookie can 
be 
configured 
in 
Geolocation 
rules. 

6M 

OptanonConsent .naba.it OneTrust Tecnico This cookie 
is set by the 
cookie 
compliance 
solution 
from 
OneTrust. It 
stores 
information 
about the 
categories 
of cookies 
the site uses 
and whether 
visitors have 
given or 
withdrawn 
consent for 
the use of 
each 
category. 

6M 

TEAL .naba.it Tealium Profilazion
e 

0 1Y 

_fbp .naba.it Facebook Profilazion
e 

The cookie 
contains an 
encrypted 
Facebook 

3M 



user ID and 
browser ID. 
It will 
receive 
information 
from this 
website to 
better target 
and 
optimise 
advertising. 

_hjAbsoluteSessionInProgres
s 

.naba.it Hotjar Profilazion
e 

This cookie 
is used to 
count how 
many times 
a website 
has been 
visited by 
different 
visitors - this 
is done by 
assigning 
the visitor 
an ID, so the 
visitor does 
not get 
registered 
twice. 

24h 

_hjFirstSeen .naba.it Hotjar Profilazion
e 

This cookie 
is used to 
determine if 
the visitor 
has visited 
the website 
before, or if 
it is a new 
visitor on 
the website. 

24h 

_hjIncludedInPageviewSamp
le 

onlinecourses.naba.i
t 

Hotjar Profilazion
e 

Determines 
if the user's 
navigation 
should be 
registered in 
a certain 
statistical 
place 
holder. 

24h 



_hjIncludedInSessionSample onlinecourses.naba.i
t 

Hotjar Profilazion
e 

Registers 
data on 
visitors' 
website-
behaviour. 
This is used 
for internal 
analysis and 
website 
optimization
. 

1Y 

_hjSessionUser_964857 .naba.it Hotjar Profilazion
e 

#N/D #N/D 

_hjSession_964857 .naba.it Hotjar Profilazion
e 

#N/D #N/D 

_pin_unauth .onlinecourses.naba.
it 

Pinterest Profilazion
e 

Used by 
Pinterest to 
track the use 
of the 
services. 

1Y 

_tt_enable_cookie .naba.it TikTok Profilazion
e 

This tracking 
is used to 
evaluate 
and 
measure 
how 
different 
campaigns 
and 
marketing 
strategies 
perform on 
TikTok. Used 
to identify a 
visitor. 

13M 

_ttp .tiktok.com TikTok Profilazion
e 

This tracking 
is used to 
evaluate 
and 
measure 
how 
different 
campaigns 
and 
marketing 
strategies 
perform on 
TikTok. Used 

13M 



to identify a 
visitor. 

_ttp .naba.it TikTok Profilazion
e 

This tracking 
is used to 
evaluate 
and 
measure 
how 
different 
campaigns 
and 
marketing 
strategies 
perform on 
TikTok. Used 
to identify a 
visitor. 

13M 

AEC .google.com GoogleAd
s 

Profilazion
e 

This cookie 
has not yet 
been given a 
description. 
Our team is 
working to 
provide 
more 
information. 

6M 

AMP_TOKEN .naba.it GoogleAd
s 

Profilazion
e 

Contains a 
token that 
can be used 
to retrieve a 
Client ID 
from AMP 
Client ID 
service. 
Other 
possible 
values 
indicate opt-
out, inflight 
request or 
an error 
retrieving a 
Client ID 
from AMP 
Client ID 
service. 

24h 



CONSENT .google.com GoogleAd
s 

Profilazion
e 

Third party 
cookies. 
They 
provide 
certain 
features of 
Google and 
may store 
certain 
preferences 
according to 
usage 
patterns and 
personalize 
the ads that 
appear in 
Google 
searches. 

1Y 

NID .google.com GoogleAd
s 

Profilazion
e 

This cookie 
is set to help 
build a 
profile of 
your 
interests 
and show 
you relevant 
ads on other 
sites. 

5M 

 

Cookie Info 

cookie duration Descrizione 

__RequestVerificationToken Sessione This is an anti-forgery cookie set by web 
applications built using ASP.NET MVC 
technologies. It is designed to stop unauthorized 
posting of content to the website, known as Cross-
Site Request Forgery. It holds no information 
about the user and is destroyed on closing the 
browser. 

__Secure-1PAPISID 13M Targeting cookie. Used by for targeting purposes 
to build a profile of the website visitor's interests 
in order to show relevant & personalised Google 
advertising. 

__Secure-1PSID 13M To secure digitally signed and encrypted data 
from the unique Google ID and store the most 
recent login time that Google uses to identify 



visitors, prevent fraudulent use of login data and 
protect visitor data from unauthorized parties. 

__Secure-1PSIDCC 1Y Builds a profile of website visitor interests to 
show relevant and personalized ads through 
retargeting. 

__Secure-3PAPISID 14M Builds a profile of website visitor interests to 
show relevant and personalized ads through 
retargeting. 

__Secure-3PSID 14M Builds a profile of website visitor interests to 
show relevant and personalized ads through 
retargeting. 

__Secure-3PSIDCC 1Y Cookie required to use website options and 
services. 

__Secure-ENID 1Y To secure digitally signed and encrypted data 
from the unique Google ID and store the most 
recent login time that Google uses to identify 
visitors, prevent fraudulent use of login data and 
protect visitor data from unauthorized parties. 
This can also be used for targeting purposes to 
display relevant and personalized advertising 
content. 

__zlcmid 1Y Store visitor's ID for widget's authentication. 

_clck 1Y Collects data on the user’s navigation and 
behavior on the website. This is used to compile 
statistical reports and heatmaps for the website 
owner. 

_clsk 24h Registers statistical data on users' behaviour on 
the website. Used for internal analytics by the 
website operator. 

_cs_c 13M They are used to anonymously monitor how the 
visitor uses the Website for statistical purposes, 
allowing Prada to optimise how the Website 
works and offer a better browsing experience. 

_cs_id 13M They are used to anonymously monitor how the 
visitor uses the Website for statistical purposes, 
allowing Prada to optimise how the Website 
works and offer a better browsing experience. 

_cs_mk 30m They are used to anonymously monitor how the 
visitor uses the Website for statistical purposes, 
allowing Prada to optimise how the Website 
works and offer a better browsing experience. 



_cs_mk_ga 30m Registers statistical data on users' behaviour on 
the website. Used for internal analytics by the 
website operator. 

_cs_s 24h They are used to anonymously monitor how the 
visitor uses the Website for statistical purposes, 
allowing Prada to optimise how the Website 
works and offer a better browsing experience. 

_dc_gtm_UA-5903840-7 24h set by Google Analytics to keep track of how many 
times a user visits our sites, how the user came to 
us, and in what country the user is located. The 
cookie also calculates an end time of each session. 

_fbp 3M The cookie contains an encrypted Facebook user 
ID and browser ID. It will receive information from 
this website to better target and optimise 
advertising. 

_ga 13M This cookie is a Google Analytics persistent cookie 
which is used to distinguish unique users. 

_ga_46ZGN616B2 13M Used to persist session state. 

_gcl_au 3M This cookie is set by Google Adsense for 
experiments with 'cross-website' advertising. 

_gid 24h This cookie is installed by Google Analytics. The 
cookie is used to store information of how visitors 
use a website and helps in creating an analytics 
report of how the website is doing. The data 
collected including the number visitors, the 
source where they have come from, and the pages 
visited in an anonymous form. 

_hjAbsoluteSessionInProgress 24h This cookie is used to count how many times a 
website has been visited by different visitors - this 
is done by assigning the visitor an ID, so the visitor 
does not get registered twice. 

_hjFirstSeen 24h This cookie is used to determine if the visitor has 
visited the website before, or if it is a new visitor 
on the website. 

_hjIncludedInPageviewSample 24h Determines if the user's navigation should be 
registered in a certain statistical place holder. 

_hjIncludedInSessionSample 1Y Registers data on visitors' website-behaviour. This 
is used for internal analysis and website 
optimization. 



_hjSession_1707643 24h Collects statistics on the visitor's visits to the 
website, such as the number of visits, average 
time spent on the website and what pages have 
been read. 

_hjSessionUser_1707643 1Y Collects statistics on the visitor's visits to the 
website, such as the number of visits, average 
time spent on the website and what pages have 
been read. 

_p2s_uvi 1Y Third person Facebook 

_pin_unauth 1Y Used by Pinterest to track the use of the services. 

_pk_id.9.966b 13M Used to recognize visitors and hold their various 
properties. 

_pk_ses.9.966b 30m Shows an active session of the visitor. If the cookie 
isn’t present, the session has finished over 30 
minutes ago and it was counted in a pk_id cookie. 

_tt_enable_cookie 13M This tracking is used to evaluate and measure how 
different campaigns and marketing strategies 
perform on TikTok. Used to identify a visitor. 

_ttp 13M This tracking is used to evaluate and measure how 
different campaigns and marketing strategies 
perform on TikTok. Used to identify a visitor. 

_uetvid 13M This is a cookie utilized by Microsoft Bing Ads and 
is a tracking cookie. It allows us to engage with a 
user that has previously visited our website. 

1P_JAR 24h This cookie carries out information about how the 
end user uses the website and any advertising 
that the end user may have seen before visiting 
the said website. 

AEC 6M This cookie has not yet been given a description. 
Our team is working to provide more information. 

AMP_TOKEN 24h Contains a token that can be used to retrieve a 
Client ID from AMP Client ID service. Other 
possible values indicate opt-out, inflight request 
or an error retrieving a Client ID from AMP Client 
ID service. 

ANONCHK 24h Indicates whether MUID is transferred to ANID, a 
cookie used for advertising. Clarity doesn't use 
ANID and so this is always set to 0. 

APISID 13M Personalizes Google ads on websites based on 
recent searches and interactions. 



BrowserId_sec 1Y   

CLID 1Y Identifies the first-time Clarity saw this user on 
any site using Clarity. 

clientId Sessione   

CONSENT 1Y Third party cookies. They provide certain features 
of Google and may store certain preferences 
according to usage patterns and personalize the 
ads that appear in Google searches. 

country 24h   

DV 24H These cookies are used to collect information 
about how visitors use our site. 

firstVisit Sessione   

fpls_ga_cid 1Y Sets a unique ID for the session. This allows the 
website to obtain data on visitor behaviour for 
statistical purposes. 

HSID 13M Security cookie to confirm visitor authenticity, 
prevent fraudulent use of login data and protect 
user data from unauthorized access. 

IDE 13M Cookie from Double Click (Google) which helps us 
to analyze and optimize our advertising 
campaigns. 

isMobile Sessione Detect if browser is viewed from mobile 

JSESSIONID Sessione Session Cookie 

lastPage Sessione Last page visited 

m_track 6M technical data for salesforce integration 

MUID 13M Identifies unique web browsers visiting Microsoft 
sites. These cookies are used for advertising, site 
analytics, and other operational purposes. 

NID 5M This cookie is set to help build a profile of your 
interests and show you relevant ads on other 
sites. 

OptanonAlertBoxClosed 6M This cookie is used to determine whether a visitor 
should be shown the banner. It is persistent and 
has a default lifespan of one year. The lifespan for 
the cookie can be configured in Geolocation rules. 



OptanonConsent 6M This cookie is set by the cookie compliance 
solution from OneTrust. It stores information 
about the categories of cookies the site uses and 
whether visitors have given or withdrawn consent 
for the use of each category. 

OTZ 1Y The cookie is used by Google analytics to track 
website traffic information 

out_1_sc 6M technical data for salesforce integration 

out_2_ca 6M technical data for salesforce integration 

out_3_gi 6M technical data for salesforce integration 

pageViewCount Sessione Count the number page visited 

PHPSESSID Sessione Preserves user session state across page requests. 

SAPISID 13M Google collects visitor information for videos 
hosted by YouTube. 

scholarships_session 2h 
 

SEARCH_SAMESITE 5M   

sessionCount Sessione Session count is a record of the number of times a 
user visits your website within a given timeframe 

SID 13M Security cookie to confirm visitor authenticity, 
prevent fraudulent use of login data and protect 
visitor data from unauthorized access. 

SIDCC 1Y Security cookie to confirm visitor authenticity, 
prevent fraudulent use of login data and protect 
visitor data from unauthorized access. 

SM Session Used in synchronizing the MUID across Microsoft 
domains. 

SOCS 13M used to store a user’s state regarding their cookies 
choices. 

SRM_B 13M Used by Microsoft Advertising as a unique ID for 
visitors. 

SSID 13M Google collects visitor information for videos 
hosted by YouTube on maps integrated with 
Google Maps. 

TEAL 1Y   



test_cookie 2H unknown 

timeStamp Sessione Date and time since last session 

visitStamp Sessione First visit date and time. 

XSRF-TOKEN 2H Cross-site request forgery (also known as XSRF or 
CSRF) is an attack against web-hosted apps 
whereby a malicious web app can influence the 
interaction between a client browser and a web 
app that trusts that browser 

 

 

admissions.naba.it 

Durata Descrizione Categoria Tool Cookie Dominio 

6M This cookie is 
set by the 
cookie 
compliance 
solution from 
OneTrust. It 
stores 
information 
about the 
categories of 
cookies the site 
uses and 
whether visitors 
have given or 
withdrawn 
consent for the 
use of each 
category. 

Tecnico OneTrust OptanonCon
sent 

.domusacademy.com 

6M technical data 
for salesforce 
integration 

Tecnico SaleForce m_track .domusacademy.com 

6M technical data 
for salesforce 
integration 

Tecnico SaleForce out_1_sc .domusacademy.com 

6M technical data 
for salesforce 
integration 

Tecnico SaleForce out_2_ca .domusacademy.com 

https://admissions.naba.it/


6M technical data 
for salesforce 
integration 

Tecnico SaleForce out_3_gi .domusacademy.com 

Sessione 0 Tecnico SaleForce firstVisit .domusacademy.com 

Sessione Detect if 
browser is 
viewed from 
mobile 

Tecnico SaleForce isMobile .domusacademy.com 

Sessione Last page 
visited 

Tecnico SaleForce lastPage .domusacademy.com 

6M technical data 
for salesforce 
integration 

Tecnico SaleForce m_track .domusacademy.com 

6M technical data 
for salesforce 
integration 

Tecnico SaleForce out_1_sc .domusacademy.com 

6M technical data 
for salesforce 
integration 

Tecnico SaleForce out_2_ca .domusacademy.com 

6M technical data 
for salesforce 
integration 

Tecnico SaleForce out_3_gi .domusacademy.com 

Sessione Count the 
number page 
visited 

Tecnico SaleForce pageViewCo
unt 

.domusacademy.com 

Sessione Session count is 
a record of the 
number of 
times a user 
visits your 
website within 
a given 
timeframe 

Tecnico SaleForce sessionCoun
t 

.domusacademy.com 

Sessione Date and time 
since last 
session 

Tecnico SaleForce timeStamp .domusacademy.com 

Sessione First visit date 
and time. 

Tecnico SaleForce visitStamp .domusacademy.com 

 

 



Cookie Dominio Tool Categoria Descrizione Durata 

AMP_TOKEN .domusacademy.com GoogleAds Profilazione Contains a 
token that 
can be used 
to retrieve a 
Client ID 
from AMP 
Client ID 
service. 
Other 
possible 
values 
indicate opt-
out, inflight 
request or an 
error 
retrieving a 
Client ID 
from AMP 
Client ID 
service. 

24h 

OptanonAlertBoxClosed .domusacademy.com OneTrust Tecnico This cookie 
is used to 
determine 
whether a 
visitor should 
be shown the 
banner. It is 
persistent 
and has a 
default 
lifespan of 
one year. The 
lifespan for 
the cookie 
can be 
configured in 
Geolocation 
rules. 

6M 

OptanonConsent .domusacademy.com OneTrust Tecnico This cookie is 
set by the 
cookie 
compliance 
solution from 
OneTrust. It 
stores 
information 
about the 
categories of 
cookies the 

6M 



site uses and 
whether 
visitors have 
given or 
withdrawn 
consent for 
the use of 
each 
category. 

_clck .domusacademy.com ContentSquare Analytics Collects data 
on the user’s 
navigation 
and behavior 
on the 
website. This 
is used to 
compile 
statistical 
reports and 
heatmaps for 
the website 
owner. 

1Y 

_clsk .domusacademy.com ContentSquare Analytics Registers 
statistical 
data on 
users' 
behaviour on 
the website. 
Used for 
internal 
analytics by 
the website 
operator. 

24h 

_cs_c .domusacademy.com ContentSquare Analytics They are 
used to 
anonymously 
monitor how 
the visitor 
uses the 
Website for 
statistical 
purposes, 
allowing 
Prada to 
optimise 
how the 
Website 
works and 
offer a better 

13M 



browsing 
experience. 

_cs_id .domusacademy.com ContentSquare Analytics They are 
used to 
anonymously 
monitor how 
the visitor 
uses the 
Website for 
statistical 
purposes, 
allowing 
Prada to 
optimise 
how the 
Website 
works and 
offer a better 
browsing 
experience. 

13M 

_cs_mk_ga .domusacademy.com ContentSquare Analytics Registers 
statistical 
data on 
users' 
behaviour on 
the website. 
Used for 
internal 
analytics by 
the website 
operator. 

30m 

_cs_s .domusacademy.com ContentSquare Analytics They are 
used to 
anonymously 
monitor how 
the visitor 
uses the 
Website for 
statistical 
purposes, 
allowing 
Prada to 
optimise 
how the 
Website 
works and 
offer a better 
browsing 
experience. 

24h 



  
   

#N/D #N/D 

_ga .domusacademy.com Google 
Analytics 

Analytics This cookie is 
a Google 
Analytics 
persistent 
cookie which 
is used to 
distinguish 
unique users. 

13M 

_ga_46ZGN616B2 .domusacademy.com GA4 Analytics Used to 
persist 
session state. 

13M 

m_track .domusacademy.com Site Tecnico technical 
data for 
salesforce 
integration 

6M 

out_1_sc .domusacademy.com SalesForce Tecnico technical 
data for 
salesforce 
integration 

6M 

out_2_ca .domusacademy.com SalesForce Tecnico technical 
data for 
salesforce 
integration 

6M 

out_3_gi .domusacademy.com SalesForce Tecnico technical 
data for 
salesforce 
integration 

6M 

 


